CMU 2808
Allied Health Mobile Learning Lab
Addendum #1
July 3, 2024

1. In consideration of completing this project could you provide an estimation for this project by providing the previous bid tabulation for CMU 2771 – Mobile Learning Lab-Welding?

   The bid tabulation for CMU 2771 – Mobile Learning Trailer is attached. Note that the specifications for this bid are significantly different than the trailer acquired through CMU 2771 and it is incumbent upon Offerors to review specifications in detail to provide response. CMU 2771 is in no way a reference to the current solicitation CMU 2808.

2. Do you have an equipment list or items that you would like to include or are you relying on us to build the spec for you?

   Per the Invitation for Bid CMU 2808 beginning on page 10 and ending on page 13 are the detailed specifications that are required for this solicitation.
CMU 2771 Mobile Learning Trailer

Product Description | Gerling and Associates | Midway Trailers | Technology International
---|---|---|---
53' TRAILER | $622,943.00 | $643,500.00 | $815,900.00
SLIDING CARGO TRAY | $4,023.00 | Included | Included
EXTERNAL CONNECTION CABINET - FOR GAS AND POWER CONNECTIONS | $1,677.00 | Included | Included
TV COMPARTMENT - DOUBLE DOORS - W/ WIRE PREP & FIXED MOUNT | $4,193.00 | Included | Included
EXTERIOR SPEAKERS - WIRED TO EXTERIOR TV | $502.00 | Included | Included
ADDITIONAL SCENE LIGHT | $1,054.00 | Included | Included
ADDITIONAL 16' LATERAL ARM AWNING | $7,273.00 | Included | Included
UPPER CABINET W/ GAS SHOCKS - /FT | $6,700.00 | Included | Included
LOWER CABINET W/ STAINLESS STEEL COUNTERTOP - /FT | $13,840.00 | Included | Included
WHEEL CHAIR LIFT - ABOVE FLOOR - 1000# CAPACITY 48" MAX HEIGHT FROM GROUND | $8,787.00 | Included | Included
RGB STRIP LIGHTING - BELOW FRAME | $1,777.00 | Included | Included
TOTAL COST | $672,769.00 | $815,900.00

DAYS TO COMPLETION | 120 | 365 |

WARRANTY
- 4 Year Limited Structural Warranty
- 1 Year Limited Power, AC, interior, and Paint Warranty
- 1 Year Manufacturer Comprehensive Warranty
- 3 Year Limited Structural Warranty
- 1 Year Limited Electrical Warranty
- 3 Year Limited Warranty

NOT COVERED:
- Damages caused by “some weather phenomena”
- Unauthorized modifications or repairs
- Individual components will be covered by its own manufacturers limited warranty

*Manufacturer’s standard warranty applies.*

WARRANTY
- Special paints, decals, graphics, wraps
- Damage or defect of surface coatings
- Unauthorized modifications or repairs
- Damage caused by accident or negligence
- Any trailer that has been overloaded or misused
- Parts not manufactured by ATC shall be covered by individual warranty